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5.	C
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6.	(a)	statement that gravitational mass and inertial mass have the same numerical value;
understanding of what gravitational mass means;
e.g. “a quantity that determines the gravitational force on the object”
understanding of what inertial mass means;
e.g. “a quantity that determines the acceleration of the object”	3 max
(b)	(i)	the acceleration = gradient of first section of graph;
acceleration = 0.80 / 0.50 = 1.6 m s–2;	2 max
Accept bald correct answer for full marks.
(ii)	the total distance travelled by the lift = area under graph;
distance = (11 × 0.80) + (0.50 × 0.80) = 8.8 + 0.4 = 9.2 m;	2 max
Accept bald correct answer for full marks.
(iii)	the work done = P.E. gained (= force × distance);
work done = 2500 × 9.2 = 23000 J = 23 kJ;	2 max
Accept bald correct answer for full marks.
(iv)	correct substitution into power = work done / time taken
	 = 23000 / 12;
	 = 1916 W
	 = 1.9 kW;	2 max
(v)	correct substitution into efficiency = power out / power in
	 = 1.9 / 5.0;
	 = 0.38 = 38 %;	2 max
(c)	graphs should show curving or “shoulders” at the changes;
since acceleration must be finite / speed cannot change instantaneously /
OWTTE;	2 max
(d)	Mark part (i) and (ii) together.
weight arrow the same in both diagrams;
magnitude of tension (size of arrow) equal to weight in (i);
magnitude of tension (size of arrow) less than weight in (ii);


(i)	0.50 to 11.50 s	(ii)	11.50 to 12.00 s
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	3 max
(e)	a constant value greater than W from 0.00 to 0.50 s;
a constant value equal to W from 0.50 to 11.50 s;
a constant value less than W from 11.50 to 12.00 s;
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		3 max


(f)	[1] for each appropriate and valid point. Essentially [2] for journey
up and [2] for journey down. Some explanation or justification is
required for full marks e.g.
the law of conservation of energy does apply to round trip;
energy is all dissipated into heat and sound;
on the way up, most electrical energy converted into g.P.E., initially
some electrical energy is converted into K.E;
on the way down electrical energy does work “breaking” lift some
(not all) g.P.E. is converted into K.E.;	4 max
Reject answers that imply that P.E. converts into K.E. as lift falls.
[25]

7.	(a)
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	vV and vH start from the same point;
correct vV;
correct vH;
both ending at t = T;	4
Award full marks if they use the magnitude of vv (to P and then dotted line).
(b)	correct position of P;	1
(c)	the vertical speed will be greater;
so more of the initial KE is used to overcome gravity /
more KE converted to PE;	2
[7]



